Abstract: nikolaos lavidas. Cognate arguments and the Transitivity Requirement in the history of English. the poznań Society for the advancement of the arts and Sciences. pl Starting with the transitivity Requirement hypothesis [the direct object counterpart of extended projection principle (epp)], we examine the development of cognate objects and cognate subjects in english. we show that english extended the range of both cognate objects - which are now also possible with activity/event nouns - and cognate subjects - cognate subjects became an option for impersonal verbs. however, we argue that a correlation between the development of cognate arguments and the changes in null arguments should be excluded, whereas the development of the cognate arguments appears to be related to aspectual changes.
Introduction
english extended the range of both cognate objects, which are now also possible with activity/event nouns (e.g., She smiled a smile of recognition), and cognate subjects, because cognate subjects became one - even though a less frequently used - option 2 with impersonal (weather) verbs (e.g., The rain is raining all around; Stevenson, Robert louis [1850 -1894 . a Child's garden of Verses and underwoods). we will test the hypothesis that (a) cognate objects and cognate subjects follow parallel paths of development in english and (b) the rise of cognate objects with activity/event nouns is linked to the loss of referential null objects whereas the rise of cognate subjects is linked to the loss of null subjects in english.
this hypothesis has its basis in the extended projection principle (epp) - and its modifications according to the Minimalist program (cf., for instance, Sigurðsson 2007 , 2011 nikolaos laVidas and its direct object counterpart principle, the transitivity Requirement (tR) (Roberge 2002 and Cummins & Roberge 2004 , 2005 .
3 according to the epp, a subject position is required in all cases - and can be covered with different mechanisms, for instance, through the verbal agreement; see, among others, alexiadou & anagnostopoulou 1998. the tR claims that an object position is always present, even in the case of an intransitive verb.
evidence for the tR is provided through the availability of cognate objects with unergative verbs (unergative verbs, according to other approaches, should not project an object position) and of null objects with transitive verbs. we will argue that cognate subjects - similar to verbal agreement in the case of null subjects - can be treated as evidence in favor of the Subject position Requirement or epp (contrary to Roberge 2002 and Cummins & Roberge 2004 , 2005 see below) .
previous historical studies of activity/event-noun ('aspectual') cognate objects mainly include horrocks & Stavrou's (2010) study that examined why only some languages have 'aspectual' cognate objects - and why these cognate objects are disallowed in other languages - and the differences among Modern english ('aspectual' cognate objects are available) and ancient and Modern greek ('aspectual' cognate objects are disallowed). For horrocks & Stavrou, the availability of 'aspectual' cognate objects should be linked to the presence of telicity-shifting constructions in a language (cf. horrocks & Stavrou 2003 & Stavrou , 2007 ; such shifts correlate with whether a language has a grammaticalized viewpoint aspect in verbal stems (see below). accordingly, we will test the hypotheses (using empirical evidence) that: (i) the development/rise of cognate objects can parallel the development/rise of overt (instead of null) referential objects and, consequently, the development of aspect (if aspect can be considered as the crucial parameter that allows/disallows null objects); (ii) the development/rise of cognate subjects can parallel the development of overt (instead of null) subjects and, consequently, the development of verbal agreement (if agreement can be considered as the significant parameter that allows/disallows null subjects); (iii) Cognate objects and subjects are linked to changes in the aspectual system of english, and the additional empirical evidence is in favor of horrocks and Stavrou's analysis.
In the following section, we discuss the tR hypothesis and a version of the epp hypothesis according to the Minimalism program, and we present the research questions that derive (regarding the diachrony of english) from these hypotheses. In section 3.1, we describe the chronology of the development of cognate objects and subjects in english to examine the parameters that determine the changes in these phenomena and the possibility of a parallel development. In section 3.2, we show that the changes in null arguments are in the opposite direction of the development of cognate arguments (loss of null expletive subjects and null referential objects vs. use [and productivity] of cognate expletive subjects and overt referential objects), and that the cognate arguments cannot be analyzed as a replacement mechanism for null arguments. In section 3.3, we propose an alternative hypothesis, according to which both cognate objects and subjects are linked to changes in the aspectual system of english; this hypothesis can be valid if cognate nouns are used to check aspectual features - see Roberge (2002) , Cummins & Roberge (2004 , 2005 , and horrocks & Stavrou (2010) , among others. In section 4, we conclude the main findings and remarks of this study. 5 2. Background: TR, cognate and null arguments Roberge (2002) and Cummins & Roberge (2004 , 2005 have argued that null and implicit objects can be attributed to the tR, just as null subjects (empty categories in subject position, pro) are due to the epp. according to the tR hypothesis (see 1), the object position is always syntactically present in a similar way as the subject position.
(1)
Transitivity Requirement: "an obj position is always included in Vp, independently of lexical choice of V. tR is the internal argument counterpart to the epp" (Roberge 2002; Cummins & Roberge 2004 , 2005 .
on the other hand, for Roberge (2002) and Cummins & Roberge (2004 , 2005 , the contrast between the presence of cognate objects (ex. 2a, b) and the near absence (but see below) of cognate subjects ("while cognate objects are widespread, cognate subjects seem conspicuously non-existent" [Roberge 2002 ]) is another evidence in favor of an obligatory object position; according to this view, cognate objects are present with unergative verbseven though cognate subjects are almost unavailable - the reason is that cognate objects are the only option for the object position in case of an unergative verb.
(2) a.
Mary smiled a funny smile at me. b.
They will sing popular songs to each other.
For Roberge (2002) and Cummins & Roberge (2004 , 2005 , to say that there is a cognate subject, we need a nonexpletive subject in an external argument position with an impersonal verb. Cummins & Roberge conclude that even though there is a subject position, impersonal verbs do not provide the necessary content to allow the presence of an external argument; on the other hand, an object position is also given by the syntax and can be filled with cognate objects according to the interpretation of the verb and the object. thus, Cummins & Roberge find differences between null subjects and objects: "the recoverability of null subjects is morphologically driven. In most cases, the recoverability of null objects is semantically driven." (Roberge 2002) .
6 the direct object position is given by the syntax and can be filled with (a regular object or) an empty or a cognate object depending on the verbal meaning.
the epp has been "translated" according to Minimalist program by, among others, Frascarelli & hinterhölzl (2007) and Sigurðsson (2007 Sigurðsson ( , 2011 . Sigurðsson has developed a theory of C/edge linking in terms of syntactically present but silent C-features; all (overt and silent) referential arguments must match C-features to be successfully C/edge-linked and interpreted. accordingly, Sigurðsson has distinguished three types of null subjects: lp lVi (2) nikolaos laVidas (a) germanic null subjects with topic-drop (with topics requiring an empty [Spec, Cp] ), (b) Romance null subjects with pro-drop (where agreement incorporates a pronoun), and (c) Chinese null subjects with discourse-drop (with linking to C-edge by long distance).
In the following section, we describe the changes in cognate arguments in the history of english (3.1) and the relation these may have with the diachrony of null arguments (3.2) or aspect (3.3).
3. Cognate arguments in the diachrony of English 3.1. Cognate objects vs. cognate subjects Cognate objects can be: (a) regular objects with typical transitive verbs, have concrete meanings, be any type of Dp (singular or plural, for instance), and freely be passivized (ex. 3); (b) "transitivizing" objects with unergative verbs (ex. 4); the passivization of cognate objects with unergative verbs is not common; (c) "activity/event-noun" or "aspectual" cognate objects; "aspectual" objects are nonreferential arguments (ex. 5a-e); cf. jones (1988) , Massam (1990) , Macfarland (1995) , Mittwoch (1998 ), pereltsvaig (1999 ), and horrocks & Stavrou (2010 . ( Visser (1963 Visser ( [2002 : 415) has argued that the "activity/event-nouns" cognate objects - in contrast to the other types of cognate objects - are a recent development in english, were rare in old english but had increasing frequency in Middle english and early Modern english (ex. 6), and are frequent in Modern english (see also the results from a corpus study below); see table 1. we have collected 59 verbs that could take a cognate object in a particular period of the english language and for which there is a clear description (or example) of the first appearance of their cognate object construction in the online version of the oxford english Dictionary (oeD) (see table 2 and ex. 7a-d).
8 Furthermore, we have searched for these 59 cognate object constructions in the York-toronto-helsinki parsed Corpus of old english prose (YCoe), the penn-helsinki parsed Corpus of Middle english (ppCMe2), the penn-helsinki parsed Corpus of early Modern english (ppCeMe), and the penn-helsinki parsed Corpus of Modern British english (ppCMBe) (kroch & taylor 2000; taylor et al. 2003; kroch et al. 2004, 2010) . this search yielded no significant results for most of the cognate object constructions; because there are not many examples of these cognate object constructions in the specific electronic corpora, the frequency of their appearance in the corpora cannot be tested statistically. table 3 presents the frequency of appearance in the electronic historical corpora of the "die + death" cognate object construction per 10k clauses (for more details, see also lavidas 2013b).
9
what we would like to test here - following Visser's remarks - is the period in which these cognate object constructions first appear and the period (if any) in which they become more frequent and common. of course, this corpora study and statistical analysis depend on lexical characteristics, and, for this reason, the search can be affected by the differences in the corpora size and the registers. 10 therefore, we cannot conclude to generalizations on the basis of these tables, but only 7 of course, Visser does not present any quantitative study but remarks on examples from texts of the relevant periods. therefore, it is valuable to test these remarks against electronic historical corpora (which, of course, were not available in the time of Visser).
8 Due to space limitations, only a part of the conducted corpora analyses - the part that is related to the contrast between cognate objects and subjects - will be presented here. For more on the analysis of the historical presence of cognate objects and on cross-linguistic remarks, see lavidas (2013b).
9 we have decided to use this particular cognate construction (die death) because this construction is much more frequent and present in many periods in the corpora in contrast to the other constructions (for which information about their first appearance is also found in the oeD). hence, our choice to use this cognate construction is not a result of some features of the specific verb and cognate object. unfortunately for our research, the verb with the most frequent use with a cognate noun in all periods is an unaccusative one. But see larson (1988: 386-387) and Macfarland (1995) for a different opinion; for them, the verb die is unergative. we believe that, even if this verb is unaccusative in all periods, the remarks on the rise of the cognate construction with this verb can be indicative for the development of cognate constructions as a more general phenomenon and its relation to transitivity.
10 an alternative hypothesis for a structural independent change would be that a change is reflected in the data that is part information-structural and part due to the rise of stylistic conventions for writing. this change can be linked to the movement of english toward a strict SVo order in early Modern english. In early Modern on the basis of the chronology of first appearances (for example, we will not examine the slope and intercept parameters - see below). english, syntactic function maps onto information-structural status (subjects are given information and objects are new information). In old english, however, the many possible unmarked positions for subjects and objects did not enforce such mapping; for example, new subjects could be positioned unproblematically after the finite verb because of the V2 constraint (los & van kemenade 2012). Furthermore, end-weight becomes more prominent in english and - in at least the written language - a tendency emerges to end clauses with Dps (1b, 2b) rather than with verbs (or adjectives) (1a, 2a):
(1) a. Sebastian appeared. > b.
Sebastian made an appearance. (2) a.
Maintenance is important. > b.
Maintenance is an important issue. the Dictionary of old english (Doe) and the Middle english Dictionary (MeD) also provide us with examples of cognate objects in old and Middle english. I thank the anonymous reviewer for this observation. e.g.:
(1 Visser's observations (that cognate object constructions are common during the Middle english period [after 1250]) are confirmed by the corpora search results. a pearson chisquare test was performed to assess the relationship between the different periods of the history of the english language and the development of cognate object constructions. the results with respect to the new cognate object constructions were statistically significant for most of the periods and, mainly, for the following comparisons: (a) between M1 and M2 (χ 2 = 12.61, p < .001), with an effect size of φ = .25, which is a medium size effect, and (b) between e1 and e2 (χ 2 = 8.19, p = .004), with an effect size of φ = .20, which is a small size effect. the results with respect to the "die + death" cognate object construction were statistically significant for the comparisons (a) between M2 and M3 (χ 2 = 6.02, p = .01), with an effect size of φ = .06, which is a small size effect, and (b) between e2 and e3 (χ 2 = 7.06, p = .01), with an effect size of φ = .06, which is a small size effect.
It is obvious that the situation is not the same with cognate subjects, which are not so common even in Modern english (see above). this is why not many Modern english grammars or studies mention cognate subjects: (8) Quirk et al. (1985: 750) : "[cognate subjects are the case] in which it is the meaning of the subject that is presupposed by the verb" (9) langacker ( höche's examples are extremely useful because they reveal the availability of the presence of cognate subject and object with one specific verb, the verb rain (see our corpus study below). In general, weather verbs appear to be the best examples for cognate subjects lp lVi (2) nikolaos laVidas (see Denison 1993) . the same has been shown in zaefferer's (2002) study. zaefferer has demonstrated that the verb rain cross-linguistically can have cognate arguments. again, zaefferer's examples show that in Modern english rain is able to take both a cognate object and a cognate subject and that the argument with rain can denote either the prototypical rain meaning or a metaphorical meaning.
It is raining a hard rain.
The rain is raining.
(14)
It rained confetti as the Big Apple prepared for the big night. (15) ... where confetti rained at the end of the game. (zaefferer 2002: 427) the cognate subject can be used instead of the expletive it in Modern english in the case of weather verbs (it is raining; the rain is raining - see below for more examples from Coha). In early english, the expletive it was not obligatory, and our search in the electronic historical corpora has shown that neither the cognate subject was a common option at all. It seems that when the null subject was a grammatical option, the cognate subject was not available to be used with weather verbs. one can claim that perhaps there is a relationship between the development of null subjects (their loss) and the development of cognate subjects (their rise, for instance with weather verbs). even though this hypothesis seems possible, we will see in the following section that the chronology of these changes is absolutely unrelated. Moreover, according to an anonymous reviewer, a study of the material included in the Dictionary of old english (Doe) and the Middle english Dictionary (MeD) would also support the lack of any relation between the emergence of the cognate subjects and the loss of null subjects: cognate subjects are attested even in old and Middle english.
14 an analogous historical search for cognate subjects (to the one for cognate objects) is not easy at all - which confirms Cummins & Roberge's remarks [see above] on the contrast between cognate objects and cognate subjects. we conducted corpora searches using the same electronic historical corpora and pCeeC (Corpus of early english Correspondence) for old english and the weather verb 'rain' in all of the various types and spellings with which it has appeared in different periods of the history of the english language.
15 the results show that cognate subjects with impersonal verbs are more productive in Modern english; indeed, there are zero examples in the old, Middle, and early Modern english corpora we have examined. Due to this fact, we have decided to present the results from another 14 the anonymous reviewer's observations add a significant argument in favor of the dissociation between the development of cognate subjects and the development of null subjects. See the examples below from the Dictionary of old english (Doe) and the Middle english Dictionary (MeD):
(1 In the next section, we will test whether there is a relationship between the diachrony of cognate arguments and the development of null arguments, again following the approach of epp and tR.
Is there any relation between the development of cognate arguments and the changes in null arguments?
null objects can have either (a) a specific referent that was introduced in the previous discourse ("referential null objects") or (b) an indefinite (or no) antecedent present in the discourse ("nonreferential null objects").
20 Modern english disallows referential null objects (ex. 16), whereas not all native speakers accept nonreferential null objects (ex. 17). only the subtype of generic (modal) nonreferential null objects is available in Modern english without restrictions or disagreement among scholars or native speakers (ex. 18). according to the relevant literature, however, this subtype of nonreferential null objects appears to be available in all languages and historical periods.
Referential null object (16) -Did you bring your yellow hat?
-I brought *(it).

nonreferential null object (17)
The presidential debate started. */?The candidates argued and interrupted Ø.
generic nonreferential null object (18)
They have the ability to create and change Ø.
on the other hand, old english allows referential null objects (see ex. 19 and 20, and table 4). according to Visser (1963 Visser ( [2002 : 525), referential null objects are available in old and Middle english but are rare in the 16th century and disappear subsequently (see also the results of a corpus study below). please note that Visser neither states the hypothesis of a relation between cognate and null arguments nor compares cognate and null objects or provides a quantitative analysis of such data. Visser provides some remarks on the availability of null objects in early english and on the nonavailability of cognate objects in early english (in different sections of his book). Furthermore, in the previous literature, neither Visser nor other scholars examined the correlation between cognate subjects and null subjects. lp lVi (2) 51 (20 Figures 1a and 1b , we present the results of a corpus study regarding the presence of overt direct objects (Dps and only pronouns, respectively) in different periods.
24
If Visser is correct and there is a tendency for loss of the null objects, this tendency should be apparent in the historical corpora. we have searched for changes in the presence of verbs that take a Dp-complement (Figure 1a) or an object pronoun (Figure 1b ) (in the genitive, dative, or accusative case) in YCoe, ppCMe2, ppCeMe, and ppCMBe. the electronic historical corpora include no coding for null objects; therefore, we decided to search for all clauses that contain a verb (non-auxiliary in main or subordinated clauses) and a direct object and to compare them with all clauses that contain a verb but no direct object.
25
the corpora study confirms Visser's observations that there is a tendency for loss of the null objects in Middle and early Modern english. Furthermore, another aspect of the development of overt and null direct objects is evident in the results. the main change in null and overt direct objects appears to take place from the end of the old english period to the beginning of the Middle english period. a pearson chi-square test was performed to assess the relationship between the development of overt objects and the different periods. the results were statistically significant for the comparison between o4 and M1 (χ 2 = 35.46, p <. 001), with an effect size of φ = .42, which is a large size effect (for Figure 1a) .
on the other hand, our initial hypothesis - following Visser - that both the loss of referential null objects and the rise of cognate objects occurred during the same period is not absolutely confirmed. as we have observed in section 3.1, the changes in cognate objects 23 See gummere (1910) . 24 the data of object pronouns reveal exactly the same tendency as the data with the direct objects (nouns or pronouns). this fact can make us exclude an alternative hypothesis that the tendency observed in both figures is a result of the change in characteristics of pronouns or nouns alone. Since it appears in both figures, we cannot say, for example, that the tendency observed is the result of the replacement of the paratactic correlative structures by hypotactic embedded structures. a pattern like I wish that, that [clause] is faded out, and I wish that [clause] becomes the regular pattern; actually, this replacement is in the opposite direction than the general change in overt objects, because the pronoun is less (and not more) productive than in the past with these constructions. Furthermore, the correlative cataphoric pronoun can affect the results of the figure with the pronouns but not the results of the figures with the Dps-objects.
25 Due to space limitations, only a part of the conducted corpora analyses will be presented here. For more on the development of null objects, see lavidas (2013b). lp lVi (2) nikolaos laVidas involve the period from the 13th century and not the transition from the old english to the Middle english period. It is clear that the development of cognate objects is not similar to the development of overt and null objects, and that null and cognate objects are most likely linked to different phenomena (see also lavidas 2013b).
a correlation between cognate subjects and null subjects is a legitimate hypothesis (see also our relevant remarks above) since null subjects are allowed in early english when cognate subjects were not productive.
27 Van gelderen (2000a Van gelderen ( , b, 2010 has argued that the null
26
In the corpus studies presented in this article, we do not consider any other type of variation between the periods represented because the data are discussed in terms of the frequency at which the phenomena (for instance, verbs with overt direct objects) occur vs. those cases in which the syntactic alternatives (for instance, verbs with null objects) occur - following, among many others, kroch (1989) and pintzuk (2002) .
27 For a detailed study of null arguments in old english, see also walkden (2011). 
28,29
(22) Nap nihtscua, norþan sniwde darkened night-shadow north-from snowed 'the shadow of the night darkened, it snowed from the north.' (exeter, Seafarer 31) from van gelderen (2010) (23) Nu scylun hergan hefaenricaes uard now must praise heavenly-kingdom guard 'now we must praise the lord of the heavenly kingdom.' (northumbrian version of Caedmon's hymn) from van gelderen (2010) For our discussion of cognate subjects with weather verbs (because weather verbs are the verbs that can be found with a cognate subject -see above), the characteristics and development of the expletive (h)it are significant, if we want to test the hypothesis of a relationship between the rise of the expletive (h)it and the rise of the cognate subject with weather verbs. according to Visser (1963 Visser ( [2002 : 36ff.), (h)it can appear with weather verbs in early english (and verbs of time of day or season of year; space, distance): freosan 'freeze', hagolian 'hail', lihtan 'lighten', rinan 'rain', sniwan 'snow', þawian 'thaw' (see ex. 24).
(24)
Hit rine and sniwe and styrme ute 'It rains and snows and storms come.' (AElfred, Bede 2, 13, Visser (1963 Visser ( [2002 : 37)
Visser also has shown that weather verbs can be found with a null subject in old english (see ex. 25) as well as several cases in which a weather verb is used with a null subject in old english but with (h)it in Middle english (for instance, it sleteth 'it is sleeting' with an overt subject around 1340).
(25)
Norþan sniwde north-from snowed 'Snow fell from the north ' (exeter, Seafarer 31, Visser (1963 : 36))
Following williams' (2000) data and analysis of the chronology of null subjects in english existentials, we consider that after 1250 null expletives decrease radically and that there is a significant distance between the loss of null expletives (circa 1250) and the rise of use of cognate subjects (see our discussion in 3.2). with regard to the chronology of null subjects and their loss (to provide only few details since the chronological distance between the loss of null expletive subjects and the rise of cognate expletive subjects is large), in old english 28 Van gelderen does not link null subjects to cognate subjects and, therefore, the explanation of the development of the null subjects cannot be directly applied to the development of the cognate subjects.
29 Furthermore, van gelderen (2000a Furthermore, van gelderen ( , b, 2004 Furthermore, van gelderen ( , 2010 has shown that in early Middle english, when pro-drop is lost, the pronominal system of english changes (for instance, h-pronouns take over some of the functions of demonstratives). Van gelderen's explanation of this change in the pronominal system of english includes a major reanalysis of the agreement features from interpretable to uninterpretable, a change of personal pronouns into deictic/ referential, and a reanalysis of the Cp-layer that no longer has familiar topics licensing subordinate null subjects. lp lVi (2) nikolaos laVidas and early Middle english (1150-1250), the expletives (h)it and there can be missing (for instance, with weather verbs). after 1250, null expletives are very rare and can be found only with very few constructions or verbs (cf. williams 2000) . williams has shown (on the basis of a corpus study using 52 Middle english texts from the first edition of the penn-helsinki corpora - see table 5) that in early Middle english null expletives are still allowed but there is a dramatic decrease in their frequency after 1250. It is therefore evident that neither a historical correlation between cognate arguments and null arguments can be supported by the data of their development.
An alternative hypothesis: cognate arguments and aspect
Following the relevant literature (among others, tenny (1987, 1994) , Borer (1994 ), travis (1994 ) - and Massam (1990 ) and horrocks & Stavrou (2010 for cognate objects; see above Section 3.1), we assume that cognate arguments and aspect are related (see 26 and 27 below). the observed changes in cognate arguments (especially in cognate objects - see also lavidas 2013b) can be linked to changes in the aspectual system of english. (26) Massam (1990: 179) : "the result of the cognate object construction-forming lexical subordination process is the creation of a transitional verb or the spell-out of the transitional aspect of the verb."
Roberge (2002): "It could very well be therefore that a Cognate object be used to check an aspectual feature of the clause."
hence, we would like to examine the hypothesis of a correlation between the above changes in cognate arguments in the history of english and an innovation in the aspectual system, in particular the development of the progressive aspect in english. to test our hypothesis that the grammaticalization of the progressive plays a role in the development of cognate arguments, we will first examine the chronology of the development of the progressive in english.
we assume that the progressive aspect derives from the old english construction BE + V-ende.
30 according to van gelderen (2004: 203ff) , the progressive is a Middle english innovation, used only after 1400, and its use increased especially in the 19th and 20th centuries (see also below for a relevant corpus study and analysis). this change has been analyzed lp lVi (2) 55
by van gelderen as a reanalysis from inner (lexical aspect/aktionsart) to outer aspect (grammatical aspect). the verbal prefixes determine the inner aspect in old english; as these prefixes disappeared, -ing became considered as the imperfective. Van gelderen has further shown that by the time of jane austen's early 19th century novels Emma, Persuasion, and Pride and Prejudice, the use of the progressive was modern-like (the simple present is used for the habitual aspect whereas the progressive is used for intervals; ex. 28). Van gelderen locates the first shift (from inner to outer aspect) at the end of the Me period, whereas she locates the shift to the fixed pattern of obligatory -ing in the 19th century.
(28) At this moment … Mr Elton is shewing your picture … (emma I, ch. 7; from van gelderen 2004)
In Figure 2 , we present the results of a corpus study regarding the presence of forms in -end(e/an) and -ing (-yng(e) ) coded as markers for the progressive.
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we have used the same electronic historical corpora (as in the previous corpora studies): YCoe, ppCMe2, ppCeMe, ppCMBe. according to a pearson chi-square test, the results for the development of -ing (vs.
-ende) as a progressive marker are statistically significant for the comparisons between M1 and M2 (χ 2 = 61.81, p < .001, with an effect size of φ = .56, which is a large size effect) and between M2 and M3 (χ 2 = 56, p < .001, with an effect size of φ = .53, which is a large size effect). 32 please note that we do not examine the general replacement of the form -ende by the form -ing in Figure  2 . we attempt to compare the expression of the progressive by -ende vs. by -ing, and for this purpose, we have counted only the instances where these forms are coded as progressive markers in the electronic historical corpora. the exact function of the be+-ende construction in old and early Middle english has not yet been established; we follow the relevant literature that considers -ende as the source for the later progressive -ing in order to present the data as the frequency at which the progressive marked with -ing emerges and evolves vs. those cases in which the alternative (forms with -ende) occurs. of course, we are aware of the debate on the sources and processes that have been proposed for the progressive in english (see fn. 30) and of the alternative analyses of the rise of progressive in the early Modern english period (among others, kranich 2010, killie 2008) .
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all data are presented as the frequency at which the phenomenon occurs (for example, progressive marked with -ende) vs. those cases in which the alternative (for example, progressive marked with -ing) occurs (and are analyzed using statistical tests) in an attempt to come to conclusions despite the different sample sizes or any other type of variation among the chronological periods.
lp lVi (2) nikolaos laVidas
If we compare the data in Figure 2 with that in tables 2 and 3 in section 3.1, it appears that the results for both the development of -ing (vs. -ende) as a progressive marker and the new cognate constructions are statistically significant for the comparisons between M1 and m2 34 and between M2 and M3. 35 It seems that the results agree with the discussion of the development of the progressive aspect in the relevant literature and that cognate arguments progress in parallel with the development of the progressive aspect. the periods M2 and M3 are the most significant periods for the changes in both cognate objects and the progressive aspect: the cognate objects become common after the M2 and M3 period (see above), whereas the progressive is a Middle english innovation, used only after 1400 (for the progressive, see van gelderen (2004: 203ff) ). on the other hand, the 19th and 20th centuries are crucial for the development both of the cognate subjects and of the progressive aspect again. these centuries are the period of the rise of cognate subjects (see above) as a productive option to be used instead of null subjects in cases of impersonal verbs (for instance, weather verbs). the use of the progressive aspect increases and becomes modern-like in the 19th and 20th century (van gelderen (2004: 203ff) ).
Conversely, null objects and subjects do not appear to follow cognate objects and subjects in the correlation between cognate arguments and the progressive aspect. thus, horrocks and Stavrou's analysis (see also section 1) appears to be supported by the development of the cognate arguments. according to horrocks and Stavrou (2010: 308) , "Modern english allows verbs to be listed with a default aspectual character, which, in the absence of distinct perfective/imperfective stems, can be adjusted by 'aspectual' cognate objects." old english has no "aspectual" cognate objects because the default aspectual character of verbs seems to be a later development for english, in parallel with the development of the progressive aspect in english. Furthermore, cognate subjects become more common in english during the 19th and 20th centuries because they seem to be affected by the second, more recent, change that concerns the progressive aspect, i.e., the development toward a fixed pattern of obligatory -ing in the 19th century.
Conclusion
taking as a starting point the changes in cognate objects and subjects in english - the rise of "aspectual" cognate objects and of expletive cognate subjects with weather verbs - we examined some hypotheses that derive from the relationship of cognate arguments to tR (and epp and its modifications according to the Minimalist program). Cognate arguments have followed different paths of development than null arguments, whereas a relationship of both cognate objects and subjects to changes in the aspectual system of english cannot be excluded. hence, cognate arguments cannot be analyzed as a replacement mechanism for null arguments, but can be linked to the various stages of the development of aspect in english.
34
For the development of -ing: p < .001, with an effect size of φ =.56, which is a large size effect; for the development of new cognate constructions: p < .001, with an effect size of φ = .25, which is a medium size effect.
35
For the development of -ing: p < .001, with an effect size of φ = .53, which is a large size effect; for the development of the "die + death" cognate construction: p = .01, with an effect size of φ = .06, which is a small size effect.
